Washington Governor Declares Drought Emergency
by Kirk Johnson
May 15, 2015: Seattle – Gov. Jay Inslee declared a statewide drought emergency for Washington on Friday, with mountain snowpack at 16% of average and water levels in rivers and streams drying to a trickle not seen since the 1950s.  He said that residents should also be prepared for an early and active fire season, which could reach higher elevations in the Cascade and Olympic mountain ranges, where many spots are already completely clear of snow.
“We’re seeing things happen at this time of year we just have never seen before,” Mr. Inslee said in a news conference.
But he said that, unlike other drought-stricken parts of the West, especially California, the problem here in the nation’s northwest corner falls primarily on agriculture and wildlife.  The large metropolitan water systems serving Seattle and other cities on the state’s western edge, where most people live, are largely in good shape, with rainwater-based reservoirs and no immediate plans for water-use restrictions.
“Rain has been normal,” Mr. Inslee said.  “What we lack has been snow.”
But less snow — or almost none at all in some places — melting down to feed the state’s creeks and rivers has 2 huge, looming effects: on irrigation, which is crucial especially in Washington’s richest agriculture corner, in the Yakima River Valley, and on fish like salmon that use rivers and streams to reach their higher elevation spawning grounds.
In addressing farm country troubles, state officials said they were planning a kind of triage, aiming to keep water flowing to high-value crops like cherries or wine-grapes, even if it means that some seasonal crops might have to go fallow for the year.  That trade-off also lowers the cost of state aid to farmers in crisis, since the value of a 1-year field of say, spinach, is much less than an orchard of fruit trees.
One big irrigation system in the Yakima area, about 100 miles southeast of Seattle, recently stopped releasing any water at all to farmers — highlighting a shortage that the director of the state Department of Ecology, Maia D. Bellon, said was only expected to get worse in the months to come.  The Washington Department of Agriculture is already projecting a $1.2 billion crop loss this year, as a result of the drought.
“Forecasters are calling for a warm and dry summer,” Ms. Bellon said.  With finite state resources to keep farmers solvent, she added, not all crops are created equal.  “It’s much more expensive to replant a pear orchard," she said.
For fish heading upstream, wildlife managers said they planned to cut temporary channels, creating navigable pathways through low waters, but that in other instances, they may have no choice but to trap the fish and haul them up to the spawning areas by truck.
Mr. Inslee said the state’s urban water systems, beyond having good luck in collecting rainwater even as snow became scarce this winter, have also invested well in water storage and collection.  He said this bodes well for the state in general, because long-range projections of the climate in the Northwest suggest that warmer temperatures could make this year’s precipitation pattern more the norm than the exception.
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